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Abstract—The Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)
technique has enormous potential for wireless communications in
the fifth generation (5G) and beyond. Researchers have recently
become interested in the combination of NOMA and cooperative
relay. Even though geometric-based stochastic channel models
(GBSM) have been found to provide better, practical, and
realistic channel properties of massive multiple-input multipleoutput (mMIMO) systems, the assessment of Cooperative Relay
NOMA (CR-NOMA) with mMIMO system is largely based on
correlated-based stochastic channel model (CBSM). We believe
that this is a result of computational difficulties. Again, not
many discussions have been done in academia about how well
CR-NOMA systems perform when large antenna transmitters
with the GBSM channel model are used. As a result, it is
critical to investigate the mMIMO CR-NOMA system with the
GBSM channel model that takes into account channel parameters
such as path loss, delay profile, and tilt angle. Moreover, the
coexistence of large antenna transmitters and coding methods
requires additional research. In this research, we propose a twostage, three-dimension (3D) GBSM mMIMO channel model from
the 3GPP, in which the transmitter is modelled as a cylindrical
array (CA) to investigate the efficiency of CR-NOMA. By defining
antenna elements placement vectors using the actual dimensions
of the antenna array and incorporating them into the threedimension (3D) channel model, we were able to increase the
analytical tractability of the 3D GBSM. Bit-error rates, achievable
rates, and outage probabilities (OP) are investigated utilizing
the decode-and-forward (DF) coding method: the results are
compared with that of a system using the CBSM channel model.
Despite the computational difficulties of the proposed GBSM
system, there is no difference in performance between CBSM
and GBSM.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

One of the major hurdles for future wireless communication systems is to facilitate large data traffic whilst maintaining
reasonable communication latency [1]–[3]. This is due to the
development of information and communication applications
and a rapidly expanding user base. It also requires concurrent

access to various network resources from anywhere and at any
time while maintaining a good quality of service.

Fig. 1. NOMA System Architecture for Downlink Communication.

In a cellular system where the channel conditions vary
for various users due to the near-far effect, Nonorthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) provides performance improvement
regarding the trade-off between the system’s capacity and user
fairness [4]–[7]. Fig. 1 Figure 1 illustrates the NOMA system
architecture for downlink (DL) communication. According to
the NOMA concept in the power domain, users share the
same resource block such as frequency, code or time. The
users, however, are assigned different power levels per the
channel conditions. Users with a poor channel are given more
power than those with a good channel state. The data signal
of various users in the NOMA system is added together by
using superposition coding into a single data signal that is
transmitted to all users within the network. This will be seen in
later sections of this work. At the destination, the users employ
successive interference cancellations to mitigate interference
and recover individual data signals. NOMA, which has been
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incorporated into the new 5G standard, is a promising method
that is anticipated to meet the requirements and also deliver a
greater spectrum efficiency [6], [7].
Given the incredibly high number of IoT devices enabled
by 5G (such as Smart Cities or Autonomous Vehicles), this trait
is important in situations where the spectrum is limited. Users
who are nearer the transmitter utilize lower transmit powers,
but users who are farther away need greater transmit powers.
As a result, NOMA employs these attributes to distinguish
between signals since transmissions from various users who
share the same spectrum have varying received power levels.
Naturally, in addition to the near-far issue, fading and power
regulation are other elements that cause variances in the
received power levels of users. These characteristics are also
taken into consideration by the NOMA receiver. When using
NOMA, a user receiving the superposition broadcast with its
signal delivered at a lower power level decodes the stronger
signal components of other users and then cancels them out.
This allows for a considerable spectral efficiency increase over
standard orthogonal multiple access [8]. Some of the major
technologies that enable 5G communications to achieve the
initial targets in terms of throughput, spectrum efficiency, and
network capacity are massive multiple-input, multiple output
(mMIMO), millimeter-wave (mmWave) Communications, Cooperative relay NOMA (CR-NOMA), and so on [9], [10].
The advantage of mmWave, which uses carrier frequencies
of about 60 GHz, is that it has a substantially larger channel
coherence bandwidth but also has significantly higher path
loss. Additionally, the relatively short wavelength of mmWave
makes it easier to deploy mMIMO since it allows for smaller
antennas and closer spacing between mMIMO antenna components (typically 3 to 4 wavelengths for the signals in adjacent
antennas to be uncorrelated).
Recent works have seen the integration of NOMA and
different transmission techniques, such as mMIMO, mmWave,
block transmission techniques, and cooperative-relay communication. This is to achieve better system performance.
Cooperation among network users is crucial in wireless communication since it reduces fading effect, increases capacity,
and broadens the coverage area. Cooperative communication
occurs when a node works with the source to forward data
to the destination as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3. Two types
of cooperation, namely cooperation among NOMA users and
cooperation via specialized relays, can be employed to create
cooperative diversity in the NOMA system. By utilizing idle
users to relay data to other users, the previous method is used
to increase the data rate and data dependability for the weak
users. The latter is used to serve cell edge NOMA customers
effectively within a network and to increase wireless network
coverage [11].
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

1) Channel Models for 5G Massive MIMO: A channel
model is a mathematical depiction of the impacts of a communication channel used to transmit wireless communications.
The channel model can reflect the signal’s power loss as it
passes via the wireless link. There are two types of channel
models that are typically used to evaluate the performance
of 5G wireless communication systems: correlation-based

stochastic models (CBSMs) and geometry-based stochastic
models (GBSMs) [12].

Fig. 2. Downlink cooperative-Relay NOMA Network with CBSM Channel
Model.

Table I gives further details of these channel models and
their applications. The former is less accurate and is mostly
used to study the theoretical performance of MIMO systems.
The exactitude of a true MIMO system, on the other hand, is
limited, and simulating wireless channels with the nonstationary phenomenon and wavefront effects is difficult [12], [13].
GBSM, on the other hand, has more processing complexity,
but it can accurately represent actual channel characteristics
and is ideally adapted for mMIMO channel estimation [12].
For performance improvements and evaluation, GBSM
combines channel features such as angle of arrivals, delay
profile, tilt angle, path-loss, and so on into the channel models
[12], [14]–[16].
2) CR-NOMA with CBSM Channel Model: As explained
previously, the effectiveness of CR-NOMA has been thoroughly investigated using a variety of network coding methods. However, the vast majority of CR-NOMA performance
assessments are only based on CBSM, which is mainly used
for theoretical MIMO channel analyses. Cooperation among
devices in a network has been studied in numerous literature,
where some network nodes act as a relay to other devices by
using network coding strategies. The network coding strategies
improve system performance and allow the far or network
edge users to improve their quality of services. For instance,
[17] investigated network coding techniques such as amplifyand-forward and decode-and-forward. One of the most wellknown relaying protocols is Decode-and-forward (DF). In this
protocol, a relay decodes the message from a source and
resends the decoded symbols to a destination. DF MIMO relay
systems’ transmission strategy and performance analyses have
been done in [18]. Additionally, the compress-and-forward
(CF) and compute-and-forward (CpF) techniques have been
examined in [19], [20] and [21]–[24], respectively. The above
coding schemes were used to analyze resource allocation
optimization in [25]–[30].
CR-NOMA using MIMO as well as mMIMO have been
investigated in [31], [32] to increase system spectral efficiency
and lessen difficulties in acquiring channel state information
(CSI). The applicability of relay to mMIMO NOMA has been
researched by the authors of [32]. However, CBSM was the
foundation of the analyses with mMIMO cooperative relay
NOMA. According to [12], the authors’ circular array at the
transmitter (TX) can not be considered as a typical antenna
array arrangement for mMIMO systems.
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TABLE I. C OMPARISON OF MIMO C HANNEL M ODELS [12], [15]

Specifications

Suitable environments

Benefits

GBSM

CBSM

• Scatters are stochastically distributed between link ends.
• Realistic analysis of physical propagation
environment.

• Describes channel characteristic by correlation matrices instead of propagation parameters.

• Suitable for simulation of geometric path
using numerous random parameters.
• High degree of random parameters yields
high accuracy.
• Suitable for adaptive antenna application.

•
•
•
•

Serves as a better calibration (channel) mode.
Suitable for link-level simulation.
Better calibration model.
Suitable for evaluating theoretical performance of MIMO system due to low complexity.

Limitation

• High complexity due to high degree of
parameter randomness.

• Simple and computational efficient.
• Inaccurate for realistic MIMO system analysis.
• Not suitable for system-level simulation due
to over simplification of channel model.

Features

• Distinctive random variables of multiple
subpath of a cluster path.
• Correlation properties depend on spatial
characteristics and antenna array configuration.

• Correlation properties depend of channel matrices depends on Doppler and spatial filtering.
• Describes channel characteristic by correlation matrices instead of propagation parameters.

Classification

• 2D Models (Parabolic and Elliptical)
• 3D Models (Ellipsoid, 5G channel and
Twin-cluster)
• Saleh-Valenzuela model

Application

• 5G, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, high-speed train (HDT) communication, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication, etc.

A. Motivation
According to research, CBSM [23], [33]–[36] is the only
focus of the approaches and analyses utilized to enhance CRNOMA system performance. Due to nonstationary phenomena
and spherical effects, CBSM is used for theoretical study and
has lower accuracy for real-world mMIMO systems [12], [37].
Table I provides a comparative study of CBSM and GBSM
that clearly outlines the drawbacks of the CBSM channel
model. GBSM on other hand provides accurate and realistic
channel characteristics for the mMIMO system. In this regard,
the authors in [31] have, as far as we can determine, used
GBSM to examine CR-NOMA performance based on the
Saleh-Valenzuela channel model. The authors considered the
channel for beamforming analysis without network coding
strategies. Again, a user relay rather than a specialized relay
station was the focus of their investigation. The purpose of this
study is to fill in the gap in the literature on CR-NOMA related
to the adoption of the 3GPP’s 3D GBSM channel model with
large antenna transmitters like cylindrical antenna array (CA),
as well as its implications for wireless communications. To
meet future demands of wireless communication technologies

•
•
•
•

I.I.D. Rayleigh fading channel
Racian channel model
Kronecker model
Mutual coupling model (Weichselberge model
and Virtual channel representation)

• Low frequency, low speed applications.

the paper addresses the following research challenges: 1) What
are the effects of large antenna transmitters such as CA on
the performance of mMIMO CR-NOMA systems when the
communication links from the transmitter to users are modeled
as 3D GBSM channel model? 2) How will mMIMO CRNOMA performance be impacted by the combination of large
antenna transmitters, 3D GBSM channel models, and coding
schemes on outage probability, achievable rate, and bit-error
rate (BER)?
B. Contribution
By taking into account a two-stage downlink network
model system with a dedicated relay, we can address the
challenges above. We use 3GPP and WINNER+ models,
which adhere to the GBSM strategy, see [38], [39] for more
information [14], [40]. Therefore, according to [41], defining
propagation paths in azimuth does not enhance performance.
By combining a space-time signal with scanning acceleration,
CA may be utilized to lessen clutter and enables concentrated
beams in any horizontal direction [14]. By defining the antenna
element placement vector using its physical structure and
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including it in the three-dimension (3D) channel model, we
were able to minimize the computing complexity of the 3D
GBSM. To improve the functionality of the mMIMO CRNOMA system, the RS employs a DF coding scheme to obtain
results regarding achievable rate, outage probability, and biterror rate through simulation. The main contribution this work
are:
i. We determine the placement vector of the antenna element
based on the physical structure of the antenna array to
reduce the computational complexity of the model.
ii. We analyze a two-stage downlink mMIMO CR-NOMA
system and offer a new 3D GBSM channel model when
the transmitter is modelled as CA.
iii. We use DF coding scheme with the 3D channel model to
improve on the performance of the mMIMO CR-NOMA
system.
iv. For the two-stage CR-NOMA system’s performance
study, we report the outage probability, achievable rate
and bit-error assessment. We compare these results with
similar existing work that uses CBSM.
v. Results are shown to demonstrate the potential benefits
of the joint contribution of large antenna transmitters and
coding schemes using 3D GBSM model with mMIMO
CR-NOMA to future communications systems in terms
of achievable rate, outage probability, and bit-error rate
(BER).
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives the
literature of prior work where the communication channel
in the system is modeled as CBSM. It also establishes the
motivation and contribution of the work. The proposed system
model of the mMIMO CR-NOMA network and the proposed
3D GBSM model when the transmitter is cylindrical array
(CA) is present in Section III. Sections IV and V contain the
system’s performance analysis, as well as numerical findings.
Section VI concludes the paper, and state future works using
3D GBSM in NOMA and 5G systems.

(TX) transfers messages to user equipment (UE) via a dedicated relay. The TX has a large-scale antenna array such as
CA for high spectral-efficient massive access, whereas the UEs
and relay station (RS) each have a single antenna. Unlike the
CR-NOMA model in Fig. 2, where the channel connecting the
TX, RS, and UEs is modelled with CBSM, the proposed model
substitutes the CBSM channel with a 3D GBSM, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. The strong user equipment (UE1 ) in the proposed
system shown in Fig. 3 is located near to the RS, whereas
the weak user equipment (UE2 ) is located further away from
the RS. We employ a fixed power allocations, and assign α1
to UE1 , and α2 to UE2 according to NOMA principles where
α1 < α2 . TX combines the signal of the two UEs into one
according to superposition principles. The combined signal (x)
of two is given by
x=

2
X
√

αi si

(1)

i=1

where ith user transmit power allocation P
and the source
2
signal are αi and si respectively. Noticeably i=1 αi ≤ Ps ,
where Ps is the total transmit power at TX. We assume that
TX uses a pilot signal to estimate the downlink (DL) channel.
Additionally, we take advantage of channel reciprocity using
the traditional time division duplex mode [42]. The system
uses two-time slots to transmit the combined signal to the user.
During the first, the received signal (y) at the relay with DL
data transmission is given by
y = Hx + n

(2)

where x is an Nt ×1 data signal from (1), H is the channel
matrix generated in (11) and n is the additive Gaussian white
noise with zero mean and variance, σ 2 .
A. Proposed 3D GBSM Models
We assess the GBSM-based 3GPP standard and offer a 3D
channel model in which the TX antenna is treated as a CA.
The main parameters of significance in the 3D channel model
are the delay spread (DS), angle of arrival (AoA), azimuth of
departure (AoD), the elevation angle of arrival, and elevation
angle of departure [12], [43], [44].
Additionally, the proposed 3GPP standard allows for dynamic adaptation of the antenna’s downtilt angles and the
elevation angle of the boresight into the channel. According to
[40], this offers several benefits for 3D beamforming, which
can significantly boost system performance. Fig. 4 illustrates
the 3D channel model, where the key parameters have been
listed.

Fig. 3. Proposed Model of the Downlink Cooperative Relay NOMA
Network with mMIMO.

III.

S YSTEM M ODEL

As shown in Fig. 3, this section considers a two-stage
downlink (DL) communication system in which the transmitter

The effective channel between sth TX antenna port with M
subpath and uth UE antenna port can be expressed as stated in
[14], [39] as
 q

3D
AoD , θ AoD , θ
G
(ϕ
)
tilt
n
r
 qT X n

N


 3D 
Pn σSF X
3D (φAoA , ϑAoA )
×
G


n
Hs,u =
αn   RS n


M n=1
AoA
AoA
 × aRX φn , ϑn

u


AoD
× aT X ϕAoD
,
θ
n
n
s
(3)
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of the nth element of the mth of the CA on the x-y plane is
φs = 2π(n − 1)/N

(7)

Consequently, the location vector of the elements can be
expressed as
vt · xs = cos(ϕ − φs ) sin θ

(8)

Furthermore, the array response of sth transmit antenna port
of the CA is given by




ikρ 4λ(m−1)
AoD AoD
M
aT X (ϕn , θn ) s = exp
× cos(ϕn − φs ) sin θnAoD
(9)
Similarly, the response of the uth UE antenna port with
regards to the 3D channel model is


aRX (φAoA
= exp (ik(u − 1)dr sin φ sin ϑ) (10)
, ϑAoA
n
n
u

Fig. 4. 3D Channel Model.

where αn is the complex random amplitude of the nth
, θnAoD ) are
path. s = 1, ..., NT X , u = 1, ..., NRS , (ϕAoD
n
the azimuth and elevationangles-of-departure (AoD)
 respectively. (aRX φAoA
, ϑAoD
) and (aT X ϕAoD
, θnAoD ) are the
n
n
n
antenna array response of transmitter and receiver antenna
respectively. The azimuth and elevation AoA of the nth path
respectively φAoA
, ϑAoD
, and θtilt are the downtilt angles
n
n
of the antenna. The gain of the antenna array at the TX is
), and θtilt .
, ϑAoA
(φAoA
n
n


AoD AoD
G3D
, θn , θtilt ≈ GT X,H ϕAoD
GT X,V (θn , θtilt )
T X ϕn
n
(4)
3D
where the G3D
T X and GT X are given by the method in [14]
and [45].
 AoD 2
ϕ
AoD
GT X,H (ϕ
) = −12
(5)
ϕ3dB

and
GT X,V (θAoD , θtilt ) = −12



θAoD − θtilt
θ3dB

2
(6)

where ϕAoD is the azimuth angle between the user and
the boresight of the array in the horizontal domain, θAoD is
the elevation angle between the user and the boresight of the
array in the vertical domain, φ3dB and θ3dB are the half-power
beamwidth in horizontal and vertical domains, respectively.
Equation (5) and (6) provide accurate 3D antenna radiation
pattern in both the horizontal and vertical planes respectively.
We consider CA at the TX serving a single antenna RS
and UEs with half duplex connection in this model. The path
between TX and RS has a single bounce cluster giving us N
number of paths. Using CA structure in Fig. 5, we consider the
array dimension radius given by ρ = 4λ/l, where l = 4λ. If
dz = 4λ/M is the wavelength distance in meters between
the first and second antenna elements in the z direction,
then 4λ(m − 1)/M wavelengths may be used to estimate the
placement of the third and fourth antenna components; where
m = 1, ..., M is the number of antenna elements on a ring in
the z-axis. λ is the wavelength in meters. The angular position

Fig. 5. Cylindrical Array Geometric Structure.

The final 3D GBSM channel model [33], [46], [47] of the
communication link in the proposed system in Fig. 3 between a
single antenna receiving port uth and a CA transmitter antenna
port sth [14] is
r
Pn σSF
CA
Hs,u =
M q

G3D
(ϕAoD , θnAoD , θtilt )
TX

 n
 


N
X
 × exp ikρ(4λ(m − 1)/M )



× cos(ϕn − φs ) sin θn
×
αn  q



n=1
RX
AoA
AoA
 × GRS (φn , ϑn )

× exp (ik(u − 1)dr sin φ sin ϑ)
(11)
IV.

S YSTEM A NALYSIS

A. Transmission between TX and RS
We presented a 3D GBSM mMIMO CR-NOMA system
model [46], [48] with large antenna transmitters such as CA,
as shown in Fig. 3 The system model takes into consideration
two fundamental presumptions. First of all, TX and UEs
cannot directly communicate with one another. Second, in a
half-duplex communication mode, users are outfitted with a
single antenna. There are two phases to the communication
between TX and UEs. During the first step, the TX sends a
superposition of two unique signals (x) to the relay, which
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relays it to all UEs after decoding. The received signal (yRS )
at the relay is
√
yRS = αR hS,R x + ηR
(12)
where ηR is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with unit variance, hS,R is the proposed 3D GBSM channel
coefficient between the TX and RS presented in (11). The
distance-dependent path loss, denoted by the expression αR ,
depends on the distance between TX and RS and the path loss
exponent. The use of the NOMA scheme necessitates that the
power coefficients must be placed in the order α1 < α2 , which
corresponds to the channel gains.

C. Achievable Rates Analysis
The system’s maximum achievable rate in the channel is
when the BER goes to zero. The achievable rates of UEs
may be determined based on the SINR values when the
CSI is unknown at the transmitter with independent equipowered transmissions. With regards to DF coding scheme,
the achievable rates at the destination nodes from (16)–(18)
are given by
DF
DF
RUE
= min[RxRS1 , Blog2 (1 + γR,1
)]
1
DF
RUE
2

=

min[RxRS2 , Blog2 (1

+

DF
γR,2
)]

and

(19)

The relay transmits the decoded signals to all UEs during
the second time slot.

B. Transmission between RS and UE

D. Outage Probabilities Analysis

1) Application of DF Coding Scheme: The TX sends a
superimposed signal to the relay during the first time slot in
accordance with NOMA concepts. The achievable rates (RxRS1
and RxRS2 ) for the relay to decode x1 and x2 are given [49] by
!
2
α1 γ|hS,R |
RS
Rx1 = Blog2 1 +
(13)
2
α2 γ|hS,R | + 1

To estimate the possibility of an outage event occurring in a
data stream where the achievable data rate is lower than the encoded data rate [20], [50], we investigate the outage probability
when the UE1 is capable of detecting x2 and x1 . The outage
probability (P1 ) of UE1 in relation to the threshold signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) for CR-NOMA users UE1 , UE2 (denoting
Ω1 , Ω2 , respectively) may be characterized as follows based
on the preceding definition:


P1 = 1 − Pr (ξRS ≥ ξ ′ Ω2 , ξRS ≥ ξ ′ Ω1 )


(20)
DF
× 1 − Pr (ξl,2
≥ ξ ′ Ω2 , ξ1DF ≥ ξ ′ Ω1 )

and


2
RxRS2 = Blog2 1 + α2 γ|hS,R |

(14)

where α1 and α2 are power allocation associated with x1
and x2 respectively.
Given that, the relay can decode the signal from the TX of
the two NOMA users, the observable signal (ykDF ) at UE1 and
UE2 in the second slot may be stated as
ykDF = hR,k

p

βk x + η k

(15)

where k = 1, 2 of users and βk > 0 is the power allocation
coefficient of the k th user, where β1 + β2 = 1.
Following the principle of NOMA scheme, the decoding
order at the relay is x1 → x2 . The relay first detects x1 by
treating x2 as noise. It then removes x1 from the yRS in (12) to
detect x2 . By employing successive interference cancellation
DF
(SIC), the signal-to-interference ratio (SINR) (γ1,2
) at UE1 to
detect x2 is given [49] by
2

DF
γ1,2
=

β2 γ|hR,1 |

(16)

2

β1 γ|hR,1 | + 1

DF
The SINR (γR,1
) for UE1 to detect its own signal is given

by
DF
γR,1
= β1 γ|hR,1 |

2

(17)

DF
Similarly, the SINR (γR,2
) at UE2 is given [49] by
DF
γR,2
=

β2 γ|hR,2 |
2

2

β1 γ|hR,2 | + 1

(18)

where ξ ′ Ω1 = 22R̃1 − 1 and ξ ′ Ω2 = 22R̃2 − 1 are the
decoding threshold with R̃1 and R̃2 being the target rate of
UE1 and UE2 respectively. ξRS is the SINR between TX and
RS, ξRS is the decoding threshold of the direct transmission to
the RS. ξ1DF and ξ2DF are the SINR defined at (17) and (18).
Similarly, the outage probability (P2 ) of UE2 can be expressed
as
′
′
P2 = Pr (ξRS < ξΩ
, ξ2DF < ξΩ
)
(21)
2
2
E. Bit-Error Rates Analysis
We provide the bit-error analysis for the proposed CRNOMA system in accordance with the recommendations in the
[51]. According to [51], the average percentage error (PeUE1 ) of
the UE1 under the assumption that its symbols are successfully
and mistakenly recognized by using SIC processing is


r
γB1
1
UE1
Pe =
1−
2
2 + γB1
r
r

γB2
γB3
−
(22)
2 + γB2
2 + γB3 
1


r
+  r
γB4
γB 5 
8
+
−
2 + γB4
2 + γB5
where, for various constellation points of x1 and x2 , the
SNRs are provided by with signal energies (ε1 , ε2 ).
i
ε1 h
2
E |hR,1 |
γB1 =
N0
√
√ 2 h
i
2ε2 + ε1
2
γB2 =
E |hR,1 |
(23)
N0
√
√ 2 h
i
2ε2 − ε1
2
γB3 =
E |hR,1 |
N0
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and
γB4
γB5

TABLE II. 3D GBSM CR-NOMA M MIMO S IMULATION PARAMETERS

√
√ 2 h
i
2 2ε2 + ε1
2
=
E |hR,1 |
N0
√
√ 2 h
i
2 2ε2 − ε1
2
E |hR,1 |
=
N0

(24)

Equation (24) reflects the circumstance in which UE1 is
unable to detect its signals properly, whereas (23) describes the
circumstance in which the signals are successfully detected.
Comparably, the UE2 ’s overall average BER (PeUE2 ) performance from citation [51] is

 

r
r
1
γA1
γA2
UE2
Pe =
1−
+ 1−
(25)
4
2 + γA 1
2 + γA2

Parameter
Frequency
θt ilt
θ3 dB
ϕ3 dB
Number of clusters
Number of users
Path-loss exponent
Environment
Fixed power allocation

Value
2.6 GHz
95◦
15◦
70◦
1
2
4
Urban Macrocell
α1 = 0.3, α2 = 0.7

transmit antenna port and uth receive antenna port. θtilt =
95°, θ3dB = 15° and ϕ3dB = 70° were taken into consideration to validate the proposed model for the 3D channel modeling from the TX to UEs through RS in Fig. 3. Furthermore,
the 3GPP-specified Laplacian distributions are used to describe
the power of the azimuth spectrum reaching the RS, multipath
components for each AoA, and the multipath delay related to
each AoD. We examined the DF in conjunction with the 3D
GBSM channel. The outage probability (OP), achievable rate
and BER are calculated for the DF coding scheme of Fig. 2
and compared with the outcomes of a system using theoretical
channel models such as CBSM throughout.

Fig. 6. BER of DF Schemes of the Proposed 3D Channel Model with CA.

where γA1 and γA2 are the SNRs of different signal
constellation points expressed as
√
√ 2 h
i
2ε2 + ε1
2
γA 1 =
E |hR,2 | ,
N0
(26)
√
√ 2 h
i
2ε2 − ε1
2
γA2 =
E |hR,2 |
N0
Fig. 7. Achievable Rates of DF of the Proposed 3D Channel Model with CA.

V.

N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

In this section, we validate the proposed 3D channel model
for mMIMO CR-NOMA applications using simulation and
numerical assessment. By setting the AoA cluster to 0.7 and
the AoA offset standard deviations to (σ∆ϕ , σ∆θ ) at 2.6 GHz
carrier frequency, we are able to analyze the proposed 3D
GBSM models. Adjacent antenna elements on the z axis are
separated by l = 4λ and are situated at a maximum radius
of ρ = 2π/l from the cylinder centre with respect to the x, y
plane. There were two circular arrays in the azimuth domain,
each with Nt = 4 elements, making up the 2 × Nt number of
elements of the CA. Summary of other simulation parameters
is listed in Table II
For the TX antenna topology, we calculated the channel
coefficient based on the channel realization between the sth

A. BER Performance
The channel coefficients between both the transmitter and
the relay have been produced using (11), respectively, for BER
performance evaluation. Using (22) and (25), respectively, the
BER of UE1 and UE2 was calculated. The BER for different
SNR values in dB for the proposed 3D GBSM channel model
of CA uses 68 antenna components is shown in Figs. 6.
In Fig. 6, the performance of UE1 is better than that of
UE2 , which is owing to the fact that UE1 is closer to the RS
and has a good channel condition than that of UE2 . It should
be noted that 3D GBSM models have high computational
complexity with unpredictability parameters which could affect
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TABLE III. C OMPARISON OF OP AND BER WITH P RIOR W ORKS AT SNR
OF 20 dB

Ref

Antenna Type

Proposed Multiple antenna TX,
single antenna RS and UE
[20]
Single antenna TX, RS and
UE
[52]
Single antenna TX, RS and
UE
[53]
Single antenna TX, RS and
UE
[54]
Single antenna TX, RS and
UE
[55]
Multiple antenna TX,
single antenna RS and UE
[56]
Multiple antenna TX, UE,
single antenna RS

No. of
Users

BER

OP

2

10−2.85

10−2.50

2

10−2.10

10−1.50

2

-

10−0.80

1

10−2.70

-

2

10−4.96

-

1

-

10−2.45

1

-

10−0.28

superior to GBSM as indicated in Table III and the figures
above.

B. Achievable Rate and Outage Probability Performances

the performance of the system. However, our results on the
BER using DF coding strategy at 20 dB are comparable to
prior works done in the literature that employs the CBSM
channel models (Table III). This may be due to the use of the
antenna element placement vector, which we defined based on
the physical structure of the antenna as described in Fig. 5.
Table III compares the proposed system’s outage probability
and BER performance to previous research studies that employ
the CBSM channel model which confirms the results of Fig. 6.
Except for [52], which contains M relays, all other references
including the proposed system employ a single relay device.

Fig. 8. Comparison of OP of Two Users using DF Scheme of the Proposed
Channel Models with CA.

In contrast to GBSM, which has high computational complexity, a high proportion of random propagation, and channel parameters like path-loss, delay profile, tilt angle, angle
of arrival, angle of departure, etc. that reflect realistic and
practical mMIMO systems, CBSM is primarily used for linklevel simulation and to analyze the theoretical performance
of mMIMO systems. Consequently, CBSM performance is

Equation (19) calculates the achievable rates of DF for
the achievable rate analysis. In Fig. 7, the achievable rate
of using DF coding scheme shows considerable improvement
as compared with the results of CBSM. We demonstrate the
outage performance of the proposed system as a function of
transmit SNR in Fig. 8 by using 3D GBSM channel model
with CA in (11). The performance differences between two
users, UE1 and UE2 , extends over the entire SNR range. The
system outage performance may be significantly improved by
changing the transmitter array configuration, increasing the
TX’s antenna capacity, and maintaining a single antenna at
the relay node. Furthermore, it reveals that UE2 has a worse
outage than UE1 . This is expected since further from the RS
than UE1 , and therefore, it has poor channel condition.
Again, the system uses less transmit power at the relay
for RS–UEs links to process the second-hop signal, which
decreases the performance of the hop’s outage. Fig. 8 gives
the outage probability of the two users using the 3D GBSM
channel and the DF relay coding strategy. It can be demonstrated that the OP of the DF coding scheme performs better
with the 3D GBSM channel model.

VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We provided a 3D GBSM channel model between TX–
RS and TX–UEs in this study. We investigated a two-stage
mMIMO CR-NOMA downlink system with a 3D GBSM
channel model, where the transmitter is represented by CA.
We defined the antenna placement vector based on the physical
structure of the antenna design to reduce the computational
complexity of the channel. For improved channel performance,
the proposed 3D GBSM channel model uses a DF network
coding scheme. For the two-stage system, we calculated the
probability of an outage, the achievable rate, and the BER.
In terms of outage probability, attainable rate, and other
crucial network performance parameters, integrating NOMA
with cooperative relay transmission mechanism guarantees a
notable boost to the performance of the 5G networks. The
outage probability of cooperative relay integrated NOMA over
a 3D GBSM channel is explored in this work. Lastly, despite
the fact that the proposed 3D GBSM channel model has a
greater computational cost in terms of complexity, the results
show that the differences in performance between CBSM and
GBSM channel models are marginal. The marginal performance of CBSM over the GBSM model is due to the channel
model’s lower computing complexity and less random channel
parameters, which makes it suitable for theoretical analysis of
mMIMO systems. The research may be expanded to include
millimetre-wave CR-NOMA with multiple antennas at the TX,
RS, and UE. The influence of spatial correlation of antenna
array arrangement on 3D GBSM performance in CR-NOMA
system may be explored for certain applications such as highspeed train communication, unmanned aerial vehicle, the vast
internet of things, and so on.
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